


Style 605 Flax Packing w/Graphite

Description:

Style 605 is braided from a long lasting blend of Flax and Ramie fibers, than thoroughly

lubricated with a proprietary Tallow and Wax blend. A surface coating of high purity

graphite is added to further reduce friction. An economical, general service packing

used extensively on shipboard applications for stern tubes, rudderposts, and water

pumps. This packing is especially resistant to cold water, seawater, and cold oils, but is

also used in a variety of other applications in the pulp and paper, marine and wastewater

industries.

Style Number: 605

Service: Pump and Valve Packing

Product Type: Braided Packing

Construction: Plait Braid

Technical parameter:

Temperature 1200º F / 650ºC

PH Value 2-13

Pressure 3000 PSI/ 206 BAR

Construction Round Braid over Core
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STYLE 525T Flax Packing w/
PTFE

Description:
Braided from our proprietary blend of high quality flax and ramie yarns, Style 525T is
thoroughly impregnated with PTFE and our proprietary break-in  lubricant. Our unique
braiding technique and deep PTFE impregnation makes our Style 525T easy to cut and
install, with excellent braid retention and conform ability. Style 525T is also long lasting,
corrosion resistant, and ideally suited for use in most saltwater/freshwater applications.

Style Number: 525T
Service: Pump Packing
Product Type: Braided Packing
Construction: Plait Braid

Technical parameter:
Temperature 220º F / 104ºC

Speed 1800 FPM / 9 MPS
Pressure 300 PSI / 20 BAR

PH Value 5 � 11

Phone: (714) 361-1435      Fax: (714) 593-9701
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STYLE 609
Description:
Braided from our proprietary blend of high quality flax and ramie yarns, Style 609 is
thoroughly impregnated with PTFE and our proprietary inert lubricant. Our unique
braiding technique and deep PTFE impregnation makes our Style 609 easy to cut and
install, with excellent braid retention and conform ability. Style 609 is also long lasting,
corrosion resistant, and ideally suited for use in most saltwater/freshwater applications.

Style Number: 609
Service: Pump Packing
Product Type: Braided Packing
Construction: Plait Braid

Technical parameter:
Temperature 220º F / 104ºC

Speed 1800 FPM / 9 MPS
Pressure 300 PSI / 20 BAR

PH Value 5 � 11
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Style 610

Description:
Style 610 is braided from a long lasting blend of Flax and Ramie fibers, then thoroughly
lubricated with a proprietary Tallow and Wax blend. A low friction, economical, general
service packing used extensively on shipboard applications for stern tubes, rudderposts,
and water pumps. This packing is especially resistant to cold water, seawater, and cold
oils, but is also used in a variety of other applications in the pulp and paper, marine, and
wastewater industries.

Style Number: 609
Service: Pump Packing
Product Type: Braided Packing
Construction: Plait Braid

Technical parameter:
Temperature + 220F

FPM 1200
PH Value 5-9

Phone: (714) 361 1435      Fax: (714) 593-9701
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Style 612 Non-Asbestos w/PTFE Coating

Description:
612 is a non-asbestos PTFE coated Packing which is applicable to a wide range of
applications. Style 612 is constructed with Acrylic filament impregnated with PTFE
lubricant. It can be die formed into pre-densified rings. Recommended use in rotating
pumps and agitator for chemical resistance application.  It is used in the sealing pumps,
valves, reaction kettles flanges, in the chemical, general industrial, agricultural,
co-generation, power generation, and other areas.

PTFE should not be used in dissolvable molten alkali metal and unbounded
fluorine ions.

Style Number: 612
Service: Pump Packing
Product Type: Braided Packing

Technical parameter:
Temperature +500F

Pressure 500 PSI 
PH Value 0-12
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Style 615 Graphited Non-Asbestos Packing

Description:

Our Style 615 packing is manufactured from a synthetic yarn and impregnated

 with a petroleum and graphite lubricant. Due to its soft feel and composition, Style 615

 adapts well to machinery that is out-of-spec due to wear and tear, such as with older

 pumps, valves, agitators and mixers. 

Style 615 is a prime material for use in centrifugal and rotary pumps, as well as

 valves with applications involving water, steam, aqueous solutions, mild acids and

 alkalies, air and dry industrial gasses, and petroleum services.

Technical parameter:

Temperature -170 F (-110 C ) to +500° F (+260 C
)

Speed to 1500 fpm
Pressure to 300 psi (rotary/centrifugal)

PH Value 4-10
Construction Square Braid
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Style 616 Graphited Non-Asbestos Packing

Our Style 616 packing is manufactured from a synthetic yarn and impregnated

 with a petroleum and graphite lubricant like our Style 615, but instead of a square 

braid, style 616 is woven into an interlock braid. As with our style 615, style 616 is soft 

and adapts well to machinery that is out-of-spec due to wear and tear, such as with older 

pumps, valves, agitators and mixers and also incorporates the benefits of an interlock 

braid such as, increased retention of lubricant and dispersions, smoother sealing 

surfaces, and resistance to coming apart during service.

Style 616 is well-suited for use in centrifugal and rotary pumps, as well as

 valves with applications involving water, steam, aqueous solutions, mild acids and

 alkalies, air and dry industrial gasses, and petroleum services.

Technical parameter:

Temperature -170 F (-110 C ) to +500° F (+260 C
)

Speed to 1500 fpm
Pressure to 300 psi (rotary/centrifugal)

PH Value 4-10
Construction Interlock Braid

Phone: (714) 361 1435      Fax: (714) 593-9701
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STYLE 630

Description:

Braided from continuous Aramid filament. Style 630 is impregnated with PTFE and a 
proprietary inert lubricant.  Our unique braiding technique makes our Style 630 easy to
cut and install, with excellent braid retention. Style 630 is also non-staining,
non-contaminating packing with excellent heat dissipation properties. The high tensile
strength of Aramid fiber makes this packing ideally suited for slurry; abrasive service
where media is highly aggressive. 

Style Number: 630
Service:             Pump Packing
Product Type:  Braided Packing
Construction: Interlock Braid

Technical parameter:
Temperature 500º F / 260ºC

Speed 2200 FPM / 11 MPS
Pressure 500 PSI / 34 BAR
pH Value 2 � 12
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STYLE 640 Kynol�
Description: 
Braided from Kynol�, Style 640 is impregnated with PTFE and a proprietary inert
break in lubricant.  Phenolic fibers make Style 640 packing non-staining, non-hardening,
and long wearing, with low shaft wear and low leakage. An excellent multipurpose
packing which is ideally suited for applications where a durable yet conformable packing
is needed. 

Style Number:   640
Service:             Pump and Valve Packing
Product Type :  Braided Packing
Construction:   Interlock Braid 

Technical parameter:
Temperature 500º F / 260ºC

PH Value 1 � 13
Pressure 500 PSI / 34 BAR
Speed 1500 FPM / 7.6 MPS

Kynol� is a registered Trademark of Nippon Kynol, Inc. (Osaka); American Kynol, Inc.
(Pleasantville, NY); and Kynol Europa GmbH (Hamburg).

Phone: (714) 361 1435      Fax: (714) 593-9701
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Style 665 Aramid/GFO 

Description: 
Braided from genuine GFO® fiber, a  filament yarn made from finely ground

particles of high quality graphite encapsulated in a PTFE matrix to eliminate graphite
migration, and Aramid corners for superior abrasion resistance.  For use in valves,
Centrifugal pumps, rotary pumps, reciprocating pumps, this packing is ideal for use in
most corrosive and abrasive applications.  

Style Number:   665/GFO 
Service:             Pump and Valve Packing
Product Type :  Braided Packing
Construction:   Interlock Braid

Technical parameter:
Temperature 550º F / 275ºC

PH Value 0 - 14
Pressure 2500 FPM / 13 MPS
Speed 300 PSI / 20 BA
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Style 690 Ameri-lon

Features: Manufactured from a skived PTFE and Graphite blend. No surface lubricant
is required for this naturally lubricious packing, so it never washes out.  Unlike filament
yarn packings wicking is not an issue.  This packing performs exceptionally in abrasive
applications. It last long and stands up to tough applications.  It is the most versatile
valve or pump packing we sell.

Useage:
As both PTFE and graphite are excellent sealing materials, they give Ameri-lon packing
exceptional  sealing properties that other products cannot offer. Ameri-lon packing is
tough and durable, self-lubricant, heat and chemical resistant. It also has good thermal
conductivity and very low friction factor.  Application:  Excellent versatile packing
for pumps, valves, mixer, agitators or other equipments. Great on abrasive
applications. Suitable for use in any rotary, reciprocating or static gland, against all
chemicals except very strong oxidizers such as Oleum, Aqua Regia, fuming Nitric
Acid and Fluorine.

Technical parameter:
Temperature -328 to 536 F

Speed Up to 4500 feet per minute
Pressure 300 psi  Pumps / 4000 psi - Valves

PH Value 0-14   
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Style 690K

Description:
Braided from PTFE/Graphite filament yarn made from finely ground particles of high
quality graphite incapsulated in a PTFE matrix to eliminate graphite migration, and
Aramid corners for superior abrasion resistance.  For use in valves, Centrifugal pumps,
rotary pumps, reciprocating pumps, this packing is ideal for use in most corrosive and
abrasive applications. 

Style Number:   690K
Service:             Pump and Valve Packing
Product Type : Braided Packing
Construction:  Interlock Braid

Technical parameter:
Temperature 550º F / 275ºC

PH Value 0 - 14
Pressure 500 PSI / 34 BAR
Speed 2000 FPM / 10 MPS

Phone: (714) 361 1435      Fax: (714) 593-9701
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Style 691 GFO®

Style 691 is braided with 100% GFO® fibers which is a filliment 

yarn from finely ground particles of high quality graphite encapsulated in 

a PTFE matrix to eliminate graphite migration. Because of style 691's

heat dissipation properties and high chemical resistance it is ideal for 

use in valves, centrifugal pumps, rotary pumps, and reciprocating

 pumps.

Technical parameter:

Temperature 550º F / 290ºC
pH Value 0 � 14

Speed 4400 FPM / 22 MPS

Pressure 1800 PSI/124 BAR Valve 300 PSI/20 BAR
Pump

Phone: (714) 361 1435      Fax: (714) 593-9701
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Style 691SC
Description:
Braided from 100% genuine GFO® fiber, a filament yarn made from finely ground
particles of high quality graphite encapsulated in a PTFE matrix to eliminate graphite
migration.  A highly resilient silicone rubber core is added during the braiding process to
enhance compression recovery and packing to stem contact.  Designed for use in valves,
centrifugal pumps, rotary pumps, reciprocating pumps, where worn or deflecting shafts
exist, this packing combines the heat dissipation properties of Graphite, with the
chemical resistance of PTFE.

Style Number:   691SC
Service:             Pump and Valve Packing
Product Type :  Braided Packing
Construction:   Interlock Braid over Core

Technical parameter:
Temperature 550º F / 290ºC

pH Value 0 � 14
Speed 4000 FPM / 20 MPS

Pressure 1800 PSI/124 BAR Valve 300 PSI/20 BAR
Pump

Phone: (714) 361 1435      Fax: (714) 593-9701
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Style 154
Description:

Braided from 100% PTFE filament, Style 154 is then thoroughly impregnated with a PTFE

suspensoidal blocking agent. With no sacrificial lubricants to wear out, Style 154 is long

lasting, with an extremely low coeficient of  friction and excellent heat dispersion. Ideally

suited for chemical process applications where extreme chemical resistance is required. 

Temperature: To 500EF  /260EC

PH: 0-14

Speed: 1000 FPM

Pressure: To 300 psi (20 bar) -  pumps

To 2000 psi (140 bar) -  Valves

Construction: Interlock Braid

Phone: (714) 361 1435      Fax: (714) 593-9701
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Style 620 Ameri-Tef

Description:
Style 620 is constructed with PTFE filament impregnated with PTFE lubricant. It

can be die formed into pre-densified rings. Recommended use in rotating pumps and
agitator for chemical resistance application. 

Style 620 is used in the sealing pumps, valves, valves, reaction kettles flanges, in
the chemical, food, general industrial, agricultural, co-generation, power generation, and
other areas. 

PTFE should not be used in dissolvable molten alkali metal and unbounded
fluorine ions.

Style Number:   620
Service:             Pump and Valve Packing
Product Type :  Braided Packing
Construction:   Interlock Braid 

Technical parameter:
Temperature -450F-+500F

Pressure 300 PSI Dynamic
Pressure Static 1000 PSI

PH Value 0-14

Phone: (714) 361 1435      Fax: (714) 593-9701
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Style 620F

Description:
Braided from 100% PTFE filament, Style 620F is thoroughly impregnated with a PTFE
suspensoidal blocking agent and our proprietary break in lube. Flattened into a soft but
dense tape, 620F is designed for use as a conformable, extremely chemical resistant
gasket material.  Style 620F is also available without break in lubricant. 

Style Number:   620F
Service:             Gasketing
Product Type :  Braided Packing

Technical parameter:
Temperature 500º F / 260ºC

Speed N/A
Pressure 300 PSI / 20 BAR

PH Value 0 � 14
Construction Hollow Braid

Phone: (714) 361 1435      Fax: (714) 593-9701
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STYLE 620FDA

Description: 
Braided from continuous 100% PTFE Fiber that satisfies all FDA requirements. For all 
applications in the food processing industry or anywhere FDA material is required in
pumps or valves.  Style 620FDA complies with the FDA and USDA requirements under
Title 21 Food and Drugs, 178.3570, Lubricants with Incidental Food Contact, and
177.1550, Perflourocarbon Resins.  Style 620FDA contains only material permitted for
food contact use by the U.S. Department of Agriculture and the Food and Drug
Administration. 

Style Number:   620FDA
Service:             Pump and Valve Packing
Product Type :  Braided Packing
Construction:   Interlock Braid 

Technical parameter:
Temperature 500º F / 260ºC

PH Value 0 � 14
Pressure 300 PSI / 20 BAR
Speed 1000 FPM / 5 MPS

Phone: (714) 361 1435      Fax: (714) 593-9701
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Style 620SC

Description: 
Braided from 100% PTFE filament, Style 620SC is then thoroughly impregnated with a
PTFE suspensoid blocking agent.  A silicone core is added during braiding for enhanced
compression recovery, and to account for shaft deflection.  With no sacrificial lubricants
to wear out, Style 620SC is long lasting, with an extremely low coefficient of friction
and excellent heat dispersion. Ideally suited for chemical process applications with worn
or bent shafts, where extreme chemical resistance is required.

Style Number:   620SC
Service:             Valve Packing
Product Type :  Braided Packing
Construction:   Interlock Braid over Core

Technical parameter:
Temperature 500º F / 260ºC

PH Value 0 � 14
Pressure 300 PSI / 20 BAR
Speed 1000 FPM / 5 MPS

Phone: (714) 361 1435      Fax: (714) 593-9701
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Style 659

Description:
Braided from PTFE over a filler material and rubber core, Style 659 was specifically
designed to seal tank covers, hatches, and lids where the stored media is highly
aggressive.  Thoroughly designed and tested, Style 659 combines the chemical resistance
and sealability PTFE, with the compression recovery properties of braided packing. 

Style Number:   659
Product Type :  Braided Packing

Technical parameter:
Temperature 500º F / 260ºC

pH Value 0 � 14
Service Tanklid Packing

Construction Round Braid

Phone: (714) 361 1435      Fax: (714) 593-9701
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PTFE Stem Packing
Description:

Our PTFE stem packing manufactured in the USA from 100% PTFE resin with no fillers
or additives and is extruded, eliminating the leak path potential allowed by conventinal
spiral tape wrapping. Our PTFE stem packing is also slightly expanded allowing grater
compressibility under lighter compression loads. 

For customers requiring Graphite filler, Graphite can be added with loading levels as
high as 20% by weight

Technical parameter:

Temperature  Min. -450ºF (-268ºC)/Max 500ºF (315ºC)
Speed 200 fpm (1 m/s)

Pressure 1450 psi (100 bar)

PH Value 0-14 (except molten alkali metals and elemental
fluorine)

Phone: (714) 361 1435      Fax: (714) 593-9701
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Style 649
Description:
Style 649 is a braided packing made of carbon fiber which is impregnated with PTFE
dispersion. 649 is inert to almost all corrosive chemicals.

When it is used for pumps, frictional heat is freely conducted to the stuffing box metal
because of its excellent thermal conductivity. As a result, no or little damage will be
caused to the shaft sleeve or to the packing.

Although similar in cost, It can replace common non-asbestos (graphite/PTFE)
packings, it will last longer and handle a wider range of applications.

This unique packing is an inexpensive version of high grade carbon packings. It
can be used to replace both low cost graphited non-asbestos packings and in many cases
can be used to replace the expensive carbon packings used as end rings in valve
applications: (as long the temperature is less than + 662 degrees F).

It can be used to seal corrosive fluids except strong oxidizer acids, organic solvents.

Ideal for use in centrifugal pumps, plunger pumps, mixers valves, etc.

Technical parameter:
Temperature -328 F to +662 F

FPM 2500
PH Value 1-13

Phone: (714) 361 1435      Fax: (714) 593-9701
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Style 650
Description:

Style 650 is a carbon yarn packing heavily impregnated with a PTFE dispersion ensuring
extremely low shaft wear, while maintaining excellent heat dissipation. Designed to be
highly durable and easy to install, Style 650 packing is also a non staining, self
lubricating packing.

Uses:

For severe services in pumps or valves handling chemicals, solvents and acids. This
packing is suited for almost any high speed/high temperature pump or valve and is an
ideal packing for paper mill applications.

Style Number:   650

Service:             Pump and Valve Packing

Product Type :  Braided Packing

Construction:   Interlock Braid 

Technical parameter:

Temperature 600° F (316°C)
PH Value 0 � 14

Pressure 500 PSI / 34 BAR Pump3600 PSI /
250 BAR Valve

Speed 2000 FPM / 10 MPS

Phone: (714) 361 1435      Fax: (714) 593-9701
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Style 608 Carbon Yarn Packing

Description:

Style 608 is a high quality carbon yarn packing designed to help control your

packing costs,  without compromising performance. Style 608  uses carbon fiber 

but is coated with a unique graphite dispersion. It offers a low coefficient of friction

and high thermal conductivity, to keep your process runs cooler and allow the

packing to last longer.

Style Number: 608

Service: Pump and Valve Packing

Product Type: Braided Packing

Construction: Interlock Braid

Technical parameter:

Temperature
 -328°F (-200°C) to +850°F

To +1200ºF (+650°C) steam

PH Value 0-14

Pressure

To 500 psi (35 bar)

Rotary/Centrifugal

To 2,500 psi (172 bar) Valves

Construction 95% Carbon w/ Graphite Dispersion

Phone: (714) 361-1435      Fax: (714) 593-9701
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Carbon Packing 698

Style 698 is a carbon Packing equal

to Garlock style 98. Made with

high quality US made carbon yarn

and impegnated graphite dispersion

and a proprietary lubricant.

698 Ideal for high temperture

applications at refineries, power

plants, co-generation, hot oil wells,

solar plants etc. And is inert to

almost all corrosive chemicals.

When it is used for pumps,

frictional heat is freely conducted to the stuffing box metal because of its excellent

thermal conductivity. As a result, no or little damage will be caused to the shaft sleeve

or to the packing.

Manufactured from high purity (95+

carbon assay) premium long staple based

carbon yarn.  Individual yarns are

single-end coated and single-end dried

prior to braiding with high temperature

non-petroleum based lubricant with

graphite dispersion. 

! Low coefficient of friction for increased equipment life

! Excellent thermal conductivity means shafts run cooler, extending packing

life

! Ideal for Chemical Services

! Low chloride certification available

! Ideal for use in centrifugal pumps, plunger pumps, mixers, valves, etc



Style 693

Description:
Braided from nuclear grade graphite filament, 693 is designed to withstand the
extreme pressure and temperature associated with nuclear applications.
Coated with our proprietary graphite blend. 693 has an extremely low
coefficient of friction, as well as extremely high thermal conductivity. Through
our unique braiding and coating process, this packing stays flexible, while
resisting fraying when cut. For use in valves, centrifugal pumps, rotary pumps
and reciprocating pumps.

Style Number: 693
Service: Pump and Valve Packing
Product Type : Braided Packing
Construction: Interlock Braid

Technical parameter:

Temperature

850° F/ 455° C Air
1200° F/ 649° C Steam

6000° F/ 3315° C Non-Oxidizing
Atmosphere

pH Value 0 � 14
Speed 4000 FPM / 20 MPS

Pressure 2500 PSI/170 BAR Valve 500 PSI/34 BAR
Pump

Phone: (714) 361 1435      Fax: (714) 593-9701
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Style 694

Description:
Braided from pure graphite filament. 694 is designed to withstand the extreme
pressure and temperature associated with applications involving aggressive
chemicals. Impregnated with our proprietary blocking agent and Graphite flake
finish. 694 has an extremely low coefficient of friction; as well as extremely
high thermal conductivity. Through our unique braiding and coating process,
this packing stays flexible, while resisting fraying when cut. For use in valves,
centrifugal pumps, rotary pumps, and reciprocating pumps.

Style Number: 694
Service: Pump and Valve Packing
Product Type: Braided Packing
Construction: Interlock Braid

Technical parameter:

Temperature

850° F/ 455° C Air
1200° F/ 649° C Steam

6000° F/ 3315° C Non-Oxidizing
Atmosphere

pH Value 0 � 14
Speed 4000 FPM / 20 MPS

Pressure 2500 PSI/170 BAR Valve 500 PSI/34 BAR
Pump

Phone: (714) 361 1435      Fax: (714) 593-9701
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Style 677
American Seal & Packings style 677 (Inconel Jacketed Packing) is braided from 98%
purity Ameri-Graph®  flexible graphite, jacketed with Inconel® wire.  Each flexible
graphite yarn is jacketed with wire prior to being braided into this high pressure, high
temperature  packing.

677 is non-scoring, conductive, and designed to be fire safe.
Meets API 589/607 fire test standards and is an ideal solution for contaiment of fugitive
emissions at or below 50 PPM.  Used to prevent fugitive leaks of volatile hazardous air
pollutant (VHAP) from valves, pumps, compressors, relief valves,  and various other
pieces of equipment within a process. Equipment leak standards as identified in federal
regulations are designed to reduce volatile organic compound (VOC) and VHAP
emissions from various components within the process. 

Style 677 can assist in meeting these federal requirments and is an excellent choice for
leak detection and repair programs (LDAR).

Technical parameter:

Temperature

850° F/ 455° C Air
1200° F/ 650° C Steam

2000° F/ 1100° C Non-Oxidizing
Atmosphere

pH Value 0 � 14
Pressure 4500 PSI / 320 BAR

Phone: 714-361-1435               sales@aspseal.com
1537 E. McFadden Ave. Suite A. Santa Ana, CA. 92705



Style 696
Description: 
Braided from high purity graphite yarns, Style 696 is designed to be virtually leak free. 
Under gland pressure, Style 696 forms a homogenous mass, resulting in maximum
sealability, and reducing flush water usage.  Style 696 packing is also a low friction, self
lubricating packing, with excellent heat dissipation. Typically used for high temperature
pump or valve applications. 

Style Number:   696
Service:             Pump and Valve Packing
Product Type :  Braided Packing
Construction:   Plait Braid 

Technical parameter:
Temperature 850º F/455ºC-Air

1200 ºF/649 ºC-Steam
6000 ºF/3315 ºC-Non-Oxidizing

Atmosphere
Speed 4000 FPM / 20 MPS

Pressure 2500 PSI / 170 BAR Valve 
500 PSI / 34 BAR Pump

PH Value 0 � 14

Phone: (714) 361 1435      Fax: (714) 593-9701
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Style 696CC
Description: 
Braided from a blend of high purity graphite yarns, and reinforced with high strength
carbon filament on the outside corners, Style 696CC is designed to be highly durable and
easy to install.  Style 696CC packing is also a low leakage, self lubricating packing, with
superior extrusion resistance. Our unique blend of carbon and graphite yarns ensures
extremely low shaft wear, while maintaining excellent heat dissipation. Typically used
for high temperature and high pressure applications, this packing is suited for almost any
high speed/high temperature pump or valve. 

Style Number:   696CC
Service:             Pump and Valve Packing
Product Type :  Braided Packing
Construction:   Plait Braid 

Technical parameter:

Temperature

850° F/ 455° C Air
1200° F/ 649° C Steam

6000° F/ 3315° C Non-Oxidizing
Atmosphere

pH Value 0 � 14
Speed 4800 FPM / 25 MPS

Pressure 2500 PSI/170 BAR Valve 500 PSI/34 BAR
Pump

Phone: (714) 361 1435      Fax: (714) 593-9701
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STYLE 696T

Description: 
Braided from high purity graphite yarns, and densified with a PTFE dispersion,

Style 696T is designed to be highly durable and easy to install.  Style 696T packing is
also a low leakage, self lubricating packing, with superior extrusion resistance. Our
unique blend of graphite yarn and PTFE ensures extremely low shaft wear, while
maintaining excellent heat dissipation. Typically used for aggressive chemical and high
pressure applications, this packing is suited for use with almost any pump or valve. 

     Construction:   Interlock Braid 
Technical parameter:

Temperature 550º F / 290ºC
PH Value 0 - 14
Pressure 500 PSI / 34 BAR
Speed 4000 FPM / 20 MPS

Phone: (714) 361 1435      Fax: (714) 593-9701
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Style 699 Valve Packing  

Flexible Graphite w/ Inconel Wire

Style 699 is braided with a high purity flexible graphite infused with Inconel 

wire for added stability for use in a wide variety of high temperature and high pressure 

enviroments. For higher pressure requirement consider using our Style 603IJP, which 

contains an Inconel jacket built into the packing.

Technical parameter:

Temperature 
1200° F (650°C) Steam

850°F (455°C) Atmosphere
PH Value 0 � 14, except strong oxidizers
Pressure 3000 PSI (200 bar)

Construction Interlock Braid

Phone: (714) 361 1435      Fax: (714) 593-9701
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Emmission Control Packings

American Seal & Packing is a leader at solving emmision control issues to protect our

enviroment. Emmission control not only reduces emmissions but also prevents large

cleanup costs, and the penalties & fines that can accompany a leak.

To that end we have partnered with multiple companies to give us the solutions

required to protect the Refineries, Oil Production, Power Plants, Chemical Processors

and other businesses we work with.  Those companies include:  Lamons, Nippon Pillar,

Utex Industries, Graphtech, SGL, DX Seal, and other proprietary sources.

Product Examples Include:

Nippon Pillar owns the

patent for this yarn until

2026. The yarn is currently

used by Garlock,

Chesterton, Teadit, &

James Walker to meet

API-622 and API-624.  

Die Formed Flexible Graphite Sets

Customized "Seal-Ever" sets for your application.  Approved by ExxonMobil.  How

can we help you ?

Phone: (714) 361 1435      Fax: (714) 593-9701

sales@aspseal.com www.aspseal.com

mailto:dave@aspseal.com


Style 566 Twisted Fiberglass Packing

Our Style 566 Twisted fiberglass is manufactured from high temperature E-glass 

and formed into a 3-strand roving twisted rope. Style 566  boasts high heat resistance, 

high tensile strength, low thermal conductivity, and excellent chemical resistance. 

Because of style 566's 

fiberglass construction it is 

durable, resistant to mildew, 

and poses no hazard to health.

Style 566 is an 

 excellent material for use in 

 various industrial insulation

 applications and is an ideal 

 replacement for asbestos in high temprature applications.

Technical parameter:

Temperature
1,000 °F. (550°C) for

Continuous Use, up to 1,200
°F. (650°C) Maximum

Chemical
Composition

SiO2 54%; CaO 18%;
Al2O3 12%; B2O3 8%

Construction 3-Strand Roving

Phone: (714) 361 1435      Fax: (714) 593-9701
sales@aspseal.com www.aspseal.com



STYLE 603IFC

Description:
Braided from Inconel® wire inserted fiberglass over a propritary core, and

surface coated with our graphite blend, Style 603IFC is an economical substitute for
more expensive steam packings. Style 603IFC packing also contains a corrosion
inhibitor to internally protect the valve from oxidation. For use as a high temperature
and pressure valve stem or expansion joint packing.

Style Number: 603IFC
Product Type: Braided Packing

Technical parameter:
Temperature 1200º F / 650ºC

PH Value 2-13
Pressure 3000 PSI/ 206 BAR

Construction Round Braid over Core

Phone: (714) 361 1435      Fax: (714) 593-9701
sales@aspseal.com www.aspseal.com



Guillotine Packing Cutter Ring

Assembly of Guillotine Packing Cutter Ring

1) Insert the appropriate Dovetail Packing Stop (A) with the large end toward the head

assembly-respective scales should line up.

2) The cutter head (B) may now be attached to either side of the base, depending on the

desired cut (45° or Butt cut). Use the two 10-32 x 5/8" machine screws provided to

attach the Cutter Head.

Operating Instructions

1) Scales are color-coded. Black scale is to be used for Butt Cut (15°) and Red scale is

to be used for 45°.

2) Select the correct Dovetail Packing Stop (A) (either 45° or Butt cut). The scale on the

slide represents the width of the packing material to be used. The scale on the base

indicates the diameter of the shaft to be used.

3) When cutting packing at 45°, advance

the packing without rotating. Butt cuts

require that the packing be rotated 180°

between each cut. In both cases, care

should be taken to cut the packing taking

the advantage of the natural set resulting

from the packaged coil.



PACKING PULLERS

F00: Length 7", Shaft Dia. 3/32"

F1: Length 7", Thread 8-32, Shaft Dia.5/32"

F2: Length 11", Thread 1/4-20, Shaft Dia. 1/4"

F3: Length 14", Thread 1/4-20, Shaft Dia.1/4"

FN1: Length 7", Shaft Dia. 5/32"

FN2: Length 11", Shaft Dia. 1/4"

FN3: Length 14", Shaft Dia. 1/4"

S4: Length 19", Shaft Dia. 3/8"

S5: Length 23", Shaft Dia. 3/8"

S6: Length 30", Shaft Dia. 3/8"

LG-1 Tip Set

3 Piece Set: 8-32, 10-32, 10-24

Lantern Gland Tip Set

3 Piece Set: 1/4"-20, 1/4"-28, 5/16"-18

Lantern Gland Tip Set

One Piece: 3/8"-16

B-1 Tip Set

Two Brushes and Adapter

B-2 Replacement Tip Set

Two Brushes and Adapter

Woodscrew Tips

W-1: No. 1 Woodscrew Tip 1.25"

W-2: No. 2 Woodscrew Tip 1.5"

W-3: No. 3 Woodscrew Tip 2"

Corkscrew Tips

C-1: No. 1 Corkscrew Tip

C-2: No. 2 Corkscrew Tip

C-3: No. 3 Corkscrew Tip

Oakum Puller Tips

OP-1: No. 1 Oakum Puller Tip L-1 1/2"

OP-2: No. 2 Oakum Puller Tip L-1 7/8"


